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Indira Gandhi A Biography Pupul Jayakar
Indira Gandhi's life spanned over two-thirds of a century. By the time of her brutal assassination in 1984, she had established
herself as the most significant political leader India had seen since the death of her father, Jawaharlal Nehru. In this book, written
with the close cooperation of her subject, Pupul Jayakar seeks to uncover the many personalities that lay hidden within Mrs
Gandhi. Much more than a political biography, the book reveals the complex personality of Indira Gandhi-her thoughts and
feelings, her hates and prejudices, her insights and her faults, her loves and emotional entanglements. Full of startling insights,
Indira Gandhi: A Biography paints a magnificent portrait-at once empathetic and unprejudiced-of one of the twentieth century's
most remarkable women.
Sonia Gandhi's transformation from an unsure Congress party president to the unchallenged political chief of the ruling United
Progressive Alliance government happened with some speed in the aftermath of the Congress-led coalition's surprise victory in the
2004 general election. Her renunciation of the prime minister's post enhanced her moral stature in the public eye, but it is her
skilled handling of the equation with the Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, that indicates the emergence of a self-confident
politician, secure in her position at the helm of national affairs. In this fully revised and updated biography, Rasheed Kidwai tracks
the evolution of the new Sonia Gandhi against the backdrop of the Congress party's return to power after years in the Opposition.
The last five years have witnessed the Congress president's growing assurance in her dealings with party stalwarts, with coalition
partners and Opposition leaders. Drawing on his long experience as a political journalist, Kidwai chronicles how Rahul Gandhi's
smooth passage into the front rank of the party's leadership was achieved and gives a vivid account of how Sonia Gandhi
navigated such critical moments as the 'office of profit' crisis, the presidential election, the Indo-US nuclear deal and the vote of
confidence. In Sonia, A Biography, Rasheed Kidwai tells the extraordinary story of one of India's most enigmatic women, whose
journey from the small Italian town of Orbassano to 10 Janpath, New Delhi, is one of the most fascinating in contemporary India.
Indira GandhiA BiographyPenguin Books India
The first major biography of Indira Gandhi covers the breadth and scope of 20th-century India and the woman who left her
indelible mark on that troubled country. Both widely supported and bitterly opposed, she was eventually removed from office, only
to make a stunning comeback.
For nearly half a century the charismatic, strikingly handsome spiritual teacher J. Krishnamurti gathered an enormous following
throughout Europe, India, Australia and North America. From the age of eighteen he was the forerunner of the type of iconoclasm
that would bring immediate fame to cult figures in the late twentieth century. Yet recent biographies have left large areas of his life
in mystifying darkness. This, however, is no ordinary study of Krishnamurti, for it is written by one whose earliest memories are
dominated by his presence as a doting second father—tolerant of pranks and pets, playful and diligent. For over two decades in
their Ojai California haven, where Aldous Huxley and other pacifists found respite during the war years,’Krinsh’ developed his
philosophical message. He also placed himself at the centre of her parents’ Rosalind and Rajagopal’s marriage. In a spirit of
tenderness, fairness, objective inquiry, and no little remorse, the author traces the rise of Krishnamurti from obscurity in India by
selection of the Theosophical Society to be the vehicle of a new incarnation of their world teacher. Breaking from Theosophy,
Krishnamurti inspired his own following, retaining the dedication of his longtime friend Rajagopal, himself highly educated, to
oversee all practicalities and the editing and publication of his writings. How this bond of trust was breached and became clouded
in confusion with a new wave of devoteeism lies at the heart of this extraordinary story. So does a portrait of intense romantic
intimacy and the conundrum of Krishnamurti’s own complex character.
Opening in July 1914, as Mohandas Gandhi leaves South Africa to return to India, Gandhi: The Years That Changed the World,
1914-1918 traces the Mahatma’s life over the three decades preceding his assassination. Drawing on new archival materials,
acclaimed historian Ramachandra Guha follows Gandhi’s struggle to deliver India from British rule, to forge harmonious relations
between India’s Hindus and Muslims, to end the pernicious practice of untouchability, and to nurture India’s economic and moral
self-reliance. He shows how in each of these campaigns, Gandhi adapted methods of nonviolence that successfully challenged
British authority and would influence revolutionary movements throughout the world. A revelatory look at the complexity of
Gandhi’s thinking and motives, the book is a luminous portrait of not only the man himself, but also those closest to him—family,
friends, and political and social leaders.
Daughter of Destiny, the autobiography of Benazir Bhutto, is a historical document of uncommon passion and courage, the
dramatic story of a brilliant, beautiful woman whose life was, up to her tragic assassination in 2007, inexorably tied to her nation's
tumultuous history. Bhutto writes of growing up in a family of legendary wealth and near-mythic status, a family whose rich
heritage survives in tales still passed from generation to generation. She describes her journey from this protected world onto the
volatile stage of international politics through her education at Radcliffe and Oxford, the sudden coup that plunged her family into a
prolonged nightmare of threats and torture, her father's assassination by General Zia ul-Haq in 1979, and her grueling experience
as a political prisoner in solitary confinement. With candor and courage, Benazir Bhutto recounts her triumphant political rise from
her return to Pakistan from exile in 1986 through the extraordinary events of 1988: the mysterious death of Zia; her party's long
struggle to ensure free elections; and finally, the stunning mandate that propelled her overnight into the ranks of the world's most
powerful, influential leaders.

Now updated with a new chapter on Rahul Gandhi The Congress party has always stayed one step ahead of the
opposition by constantly reinventing and re-aligning itself to stay in sync with the political realities of the day. Its
president, Sonia Gandhi, pulled off a master-coup in 2004 by declining the prime-ministership, while the incumbent
Congress Prime Minister Dr Manmohan Singh is the first prime minister since Nehru to lead the party into two Union
government terms. In 2013, Rahul Gandhi was elevated to the post of Congress vice-president amid much fanfare and
optimism. Tasked with reviving the grand old party, the young politician remains, in the minds of many, the best hope to
lead the Congress into the next century, marking a new moment in the Congress?s concept of `continuity with change?.
In his bestselling book 24 Akbar Road, seasoned journalist and veteran Congress watcher Rasheed Kidwai puts together
an incisive and engaging account of the Congress?s shape-shifting nature and its tenuous hold at the Centre, providing a
dispassionate observer?s glance at affairs within the Congress. Kidwai brilliantly tracks the story of the contemporary
Congress in the years after the Emergency, using the Congress seat of power at 24 Akbar Road as his vantage to draw a
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compelling account of the Congress leadership from Indira, Sanjay and Rajiv Gandhi to Narasimha Rao and Sitaram
Kesri, to the present- day trinity of Sonia Gandhi, Manmohan Singh and Rahul Gandhi. In this revised and updated
edition, Kidwai analyses Rahul Gandhi?s appointment to assess what the Congress needs to do to remain India?s nerve
of power in the coming years, and whether the new vice- president can rally the party to a third consecutive victory at the
Centre.'
Based on interviews and other source material My Truth is a rare and vitally important book; the story of much of Indira
Gandhi's life in her own words. First published in India and France in 1980 when Mrs Gandhi was out of power, it now
assumes an extra importance in view of her tragic and untimely death. Told simply and warmly, the book unfolds the life
of a gifted person born into a remarkable family. There are evocative passages of her recollections of her grandfather
and the days spent in Allahabad, of the heroes of her childhood, the books she admired, of Jawaharlal exhorting her to
take to physical activities, of holidays in the hills, a dream, like childhood abruptly altered as her father plunged into the
freedom movement.
Feroze Gandhi is often remembered as Indira Gandhi’s husband and Jawaharlal Nehru’s son-in-law. But who was
Feroze Gandhi? A Congress worker, a young freedom fighter, a parliamentarian, or just another Gandhi? Diving into the
history of the Nehru–Gandhi family, the Swedish journalist Bertil Falk brings together his 40-year-old research in this
biography of Feroze Gandhi. Including first-hand interviews of people close to Feroze and personal experiences of the
author with some rare photographs, this volume brings to light his significant, yet unrecognized, role as a parliamentarian,
in cases such as the Mundhra case, Life Insurance and Freedom of Press Bill. It also busts some myths about Feroze’s
controversial birth, his personal life, his importance as a politician, and his relationship with the Nehrus. With interesting
details about Feroze as a young boy in Allahabad, to his years as a freedom fighter, journalist, Congressman and a
politician, this volume examines the chronology of events that shaped the life of Feroze.
Asked to work on a school project on Indian women, thirteen-year-old Priya decides to write about Indira Gandhi
Includes introduction by the interviewer.
From an acclaimed economist and politician, a unique, never-before-seen look at the life of one of India’s most wellknown prime ministers—Indira Gandhi—and her work to protect the environment and champion the preservation of nature
and the climate. Indira Gandhi, prime minister of India for sixteen years, was as charismatic as she was
controversial—both admired and criticized for her political judgments and actions. Yet what has never been fully revealed
is her lifelong commitment and love for nature and how that defined her very being. Weaving personal, political, and
environmental history, politician and scholar Jairam Ramesh presents a compelling portrait of an extraordinary public
figure. He chronicles how and why she made a personal passion a public calling; how her views on the environment
remained steadfast even as her political and economic stances evolved; how her friendships with conservationists led to
far-reaching decisions to preserve India’s biodiversity; how she urged, cajoled and persuaded her colleagues in making
significant decisions regarding forests and wildlife; and how her own finely developed instincts and initiatives resulted in
landmark policies, programs, and laws that have endured to this day. Drawing extensively from unpublished letters,
notes, messages and memos, Indira Gandhi: A Life in Nature is both a lively, engaging narrative about the little-known
parts of Indira Gandhi’s life, and also sheds important light on climate change and sustaining the environment—today’s
most pressing global issues.
Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India for over sixteen years, was a brave freedom fighter and a passionate patriot,
deeply committed to the honour and integrity of India. She was also a devoted mother and grandmother, who was great
fun to be with—she loved books, nature, art, sports and puzzles. Born into the illustrious Nehru family in Allahabad, Indira
Priyadarshini Gandhi was educated at Santiniketan, Geneva and Oxford, and was determined since childhood to serve
the people of India. This biography, with a foreword by Rajiv Gandhi, and illustrated with rare photographs, portrays very
simply but eloquently the life of the ‘Iron Lady of India’ from her birth on 19 November 1917 to her assassination on 31
October 1984.
Reproductions of photographs of Indira Gandhi, 1917-1984, former prime minister of India; includes an essay by Inderjit
Badhwar.
Manu Gandhi, M.K. Gandhi’s grand-niece, joined him in 1943 at the age of fifteen. An aide to Gandhi’s ailing wife
Kasturba in the Aga Khan Palace prison in Pune, Manu remained with him until his assassination. She was a partner in
his final yajna, an experiment in Brahmacharya, and his invocation of Rama at the moment of his death. Spanning two
volumes, The Diary of Manu Gandhi is a record of her life and times with M.K. Gandhi between 1943 and 1948.
Authenticated by Gandhi himself, the meticulous and intimate entries in the diary throw light on Gandhi’s life as a
prisoner and his endeavour to establish the possibility of collective non-violence. They also offer a glimpse into his
ideological conflicts, his efforts to find his voice, and his lonely pilgrimage to Noakhali during the riots of 1946. The first
volume (1943–44) chronicles the spiritual and educational pursuits of an adolescent woman who takes up writing as a
mode of self-examination. The author shares a moving portrait of Kasturba Gandhi’s illness and death and also unravels
the deep emotional bond she develops with Gandhi, whom she calls her ‘mother’.
A loving daughter, a caring mother, an affectionate grandmother a confident globetrotter and finally prime minister, Indira
slipped into each role with ease.’ The story of India's first woman prime minister is no ordinary story. It is the story of a
girl for whom sacrifice and loss came early. For whom growing up meant seeing her father drift in and out of jail and a
mother in and out of hospital. Wearing khadi and organizing her own band of troops. Combating loneliness and giving up
the things she loved for a bigger cause. With the freedom struggle playing out in the background Indira Gandhi's life was
inextricably linked to the politics and destiny of her country. In this compelling biography, Sreelata Menon vividly
recreates the life and times of a young girl who goes on to become one of the most powerful and charismatic leaders of
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the world. Filled with little-known facts about Indira Gandhi’s life this book is a fascinating read that brings to light the
different facets of her personality.
A classic biography of one of the greatest spiritual teachers of our times In 1909, when he was just fourteen, Krishnamurti
was proclaimed the world teacher in whom Maitreya, the Bodhisattva of compassion, would manifest. The proclamation
was made by Annie Besant, then president of the Theosophical Society, a movement that combined Western occult
philosophy with Buddhist and Hindu teachings. Besant trained Krishnamurti in his role as the chosen one but twenty
years later he chose to disband the order he was head of and set out alone on his endless journey— As a contemporary
of Krishnamurti and one of his closest associates. Pupul Jayakar offers an insider's view of the fascinating life and
thought of an extraordinary individual.
Published on the birth centenary of J. Krishnamurti, Fire in the Mind is a book of important discussions conducted with
Krishnamurti. Held from the end of the 1960s to 28 December 1985, seven weeks before his death on 17 February 1986,
these dialogues cover a vast ocean of human concernsýfear, sorrow, death, time, culture, ageing and the renewal of the
brain. They also explore subjects that are central to scientific research today, such as the questions of biological survival,
the nature of consciousness, artificial intelligence, computers and the mechanical mind. J. Krishnamurti needs no
introduction. A sage, a seer, a religious revolutionary and a teacher of profound compassion, Krishnamurti negated all
spiritual authority. He sought freedom from the Guru, the book, tradition and the authoritarian voice of another. ýTruth is
within youý, he said, and to discover that truth in the luminous light of perception was to transform the very nature of
thought and consciousness. It was to awaken intelligence, insight and an abundant compassion. The total responsibility
lay with the individual. No one could free another from bondage. These dialogues reveal Krishnamurtiýs approach to selfknowing and his way of investigation into the brain, the mind and the consciousness. In a world brought to the edge of
the abyss by growing violence, soaring religious fundamentalism, the desecration of nature and a massive assault on
human integrity, they provide a new direction to those of us seeking an alternative way of life.
A searing indictment of the suspension of democracy In June 1975, a state of Emergency was declared, where civil
liberties were suspended and the press muzzled. In the dark days that followed, Coomi Kapoor, then a young journalist,
personally experienced the full fury of the establishment. Meanwhile, Indira Gandhi, her son Sanjay and his coterie
unleashed a reign of terror that saw forced sterilizations, brutal evictions in the thousands, and wanton imprisonment of
many, including Opposition leaders. This gripping eyewitness account vividly recreates the drama, the horror, as well as
the heroism of a few during those nineteen months when democracy was derailed.
In the year 1965, Sonia Maino, a 19-year-old Italian student met a young Indian boy, Rajiv Gandhi, while they were both
studying in Cambridge. She was born into a modest family in suburban Turin, where her father was a strict man who kept
a close eye on his three daughters. Much to his chagrin, his painfully-shy middle daughter, of whom he was especially
protective, fell in love with a man belonging the most powerful family in India. This marked the beginning of a story unlike
any other - of a carefree Italian girl who was compelled to take on the murky world of rajneeti. With information sourced
from close friends and colleagues, this book examines how Sonias courage, honesty and dedication have made her a
leader in the eyes of one-sixth of humanity. From her idyllic childhood to her passionate love affair and from her days as
a docile daughter-in-law to her current status of being the only Indian politician to have refused prime ministership.
How did Indira Gandhi reach the pinnacle of Indian politics? Did India move away from freedom under her leadership? What kind
of woman was she? Indira Gandhi made unorthodox use of power and possessed a highly individual style of functioning. In this
book, Nayantara Sahgal persuasively argues that authoritarianism was the inevitable outcome of Indira’s personality and
temperament. Her leadership marked a drastic break with the democratic tradition of her family and of Indian politics. During her
regime, the political landscape of India underwent profound changes.The Emergency of 1975–77 was used to promote her son
Sanjay as her ultimate successor. The entry of her elder son, Rajiv, into politics after Sanjay’s death, and his immediate political
prominence showcased Indira’s essential belief in her family’s right to rule. Nayantara Sahgal’s personal knowledge of her
cousin, in combination with her unparalleled access to letters exchanged between Nehru and her mother,Vijaylakshmi Pandit,
makes for an unusually penetrating psychological and political portrait from an intimate family viewpoint.
On ritual arts of rural India.
Reminiscences of the author, principal secretary to Indira Gandhi, 1917-1984, former prime minister of India.
Author's memoirs on Indira Gandhi, 1917-1984, former prime minister of India.
The definitive and first non-partisan biography of one of the most formidable political figures of the twentieth century (voted
Woman of the Millennium in a BBC poll, 2000)
Reminiscences of the author, special assistant, 1946 to 1959, to Jawaharlal Nehru, 1889-1964, former Prime Minister of India.
What did Gandhiji think about his own family and school life? What were his thoughts on the role of the youth in a nation's life?
What was his philosophy of Satyagraha, non-violence and truth? Can we emulate his actions and thoughts in the modern world?
Children will find Gandhi Speaks inspiring, thought-provoking and pertinent. It is the perfect introduction to the thoughts and
dreams that went into creating self-reliant, independent India. Mahatma Gandhi's words have been recorded in countless books
and studied by many scholars. His writings and speeches about family, education system, economy, religion and truthfulness, hold
as much relevance as they did during his lifetime and today, more than ever, they need to reach out to a new generation.

In this autobiography, also titled The Story of My Experiments with Truth, Mohandas K. Gandhi recounts his life from
childhood up until 1921, noting that "my life from this point onward has been so public that there is hardly anything about
it that people do not know." HarperCollins chose this work as one of the "100 Most Important Spiritual Books of the 20th
Century." The pursuit of truth was a guiding principle for Gandhi. He states that it "is not my purpose to attempt a real
autobiography. I simply want to tell the story of my numerous experiments with truth, and as my life consists of nothing
but those experiments, it is true that the story will take the shape of an autobiography." He also notes that this "will of
course include experiments with non-violence, celibacy and other principles of conduct believed to be distinct from truth."
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Written with wit, humour and candour, Regrets, None is a rare memoir that is unafraid to bare it all. It follows veteran
theatre personality Dolly Thakore's life and career -- growing up in Delhi and an assortment of Air Force stations, getting
her start in theatre in college, her time in London, involvement with social issues, casting for Gandhi and filming it across
India, working in radio, television and advertising while returning always to her first love, theatre. Dolly Thakore brings
alive another era -- the glitz, the glamour, the struggles. She speaks candidly about love, sex, infidelity, motherhood,
commitment, the ecstasy and the heartbreaks. She emerges as a true-blooded embodiment of what it means to be a
strong, empowered, vulnerable, courageous (and sometimes outrageous) woman.
Indira Gandhi's last years in office as India's prime minister ran from January 1980 to her assassination in October 1984,
but until now no book has been devoted to her final term. Among the principal themes discussed in this innovative
volume are how Indian politics and society changed in the 1970s, including the Emergency (1975-77), Congress's
response to insurgency in Punjab, Assam and Kashmir, the rise of new forms of political mobilization in the early 1980s
and the prime minister's relationship with the key institutions of state. Maiorano also reveals how Mrs Gandhi's policies in
the 1980s impacted on the big industrialists, the middle class, the rich peasantry and the poor, thereby crucially reorienting India's economic strategy. Autumn of the Matriarch is the first major study of Mrs Gandhi's last years in power,
an important juncture in India's recent history, as it saw the emergence of trends that influenced the country for the next
three decades.
Indian Takeaway is the story of Hardeep's attempts to cook his way round India, dishing up very British meals for the
people he meets. How will Goan fishermen, Bollywood film crews and Bangalore call centres cope with treacle pudding
and cock-a-leekie soup? Will they survive to tell the tale? Will Hardeep find the India he is searching for through his
recipe book? And will he find himself along the way?
Women's Lives into Print provides a remarkable collection of essays by feminist scholars and writers who focus on the
theory, practice and writing of women's auto/biographies. Not only does it foster debate about the reading and
interpretation of women's lives, it also explores issues relating to research methodology, and raises questions about the
representation of women within feminist auto/biography. Working across a range of subject disciplines, this book
comprises a vital and ground-breaking critical text for anyone interested in auto/biography.
A definitive, incisive and no-holds-barred account of the life and times of one of India’s most charismatic and prominent
leaders who has left a distinctive stamp on history For almost two decades, Indira Gandhi stood out the world’s most
powerful woman. In India, there is hardly a neutral opinion about her. She is either adored or abused. Inder Malhotra’s
biography explores objectively this highly complex and very private person – right from her childhood to her last days –
who lived under constant public gaze and learnt to adjust her demanour to the occasion, rigorously concealing her true
self and real feelings. This comprehensive work recounts her unusual and unhappy ‘love marriage’ to Feroze Gandhi
and examines the ambivalent influence of her father, Jawaharlal Nehru, on her career. It also focuses on her relationship
with her sons: Sanjay, her chosen heir, and his elder brother Rajiv, who, ironically, succeeded her as the prime minister
of India. The author traces Indira Gandhi’s own evolution from a ‘dumb doll’ to the ‘empress of India’ and her downfall,
the seeds of which were sown when she imposed the Emergency on 25 June 1975. This phase marked a dark period in
the post-independence era. Her party (the Congress) lost the March 1997 general election and she was out of power for
nearly three years. The author also describes the later revival in her fortunes, when she returned as prime minister in
January 1980. During her second term, she had to order the Indian Army to enter the Golden Temple in Amritsar (the
holiest shrine of the Sikhs) to flush out the militants hiding there. This move led to her being assassinated by her own
Sikh bodyguards on 31 October 1984. In the revised and updated edition, Inder Malhotra throws light on the impact that
Indira Gandhi had (and continues to have) on Indian politics after her death when her mantle fell on members of her
family, including Rajiv Gandhi first and Sonia Gandhi later. This is not only a compulsive and gripping narrative about a
remarkable personality but also a fascinating study of India after independence.E41
Indira Gandhi S Life Was Part Of The Unfolding History Of India, Intricately Woven With India S Past And Future. It
(Became) Inevitable, Therefore, That Politics (Formed) A Backdrop To Her Public And Often Private Actions. Indira
Gandhi S Life Spanned Over Two-Thirds Of A Century. By The Time Of Her Brutal Assassination In 1984, She Had
Established Herself As The Most Significant Political Leader India Had Seen Since The Death Of Her Father, Jawaharlal
Nehru. In This Book, Written With The Close Cooperation Of Her Subject, Pupul Jayakar Seeks To Uncover The Many
Personalities That Lay Hidden Within Mrs Gandhi. Much More Than A Political Biography, The Book Reveals The
Complex Personality Of Indira Gandhi-Her Thoughts And Feelings, Her Hates And Prejudices, Her Insights And Her
Faults, Her Loves And Emotional Entanglements. Full Of Startling Insights, Indira Gandhi: A Biography Paints A
Magnificent Portrait-At Once Empathetic And Unprejudiced-Of One Of The Twentieth Century S Most Remarkable
Women.
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